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ABSTRACT. Proper homotopy groups analogous to the usual homotopy

groups are defined. They are used to prove, modulo the Poincare conjecture,

that a noncompact 3-manifold having the proper homotopy type of a closed prod-

uct F x [0, l] or a half-open product F X [O, 1) where F is a 2-manifold is

actually homeomorphic to Fx [0, l] or F x [0, 1), respectively. By defining a

concept for noncompact manifolds similar to boundary-irreducibility, a well-

known result of Waldhausen concerning homotopy and homeomorphism type of

compact 3*manifolds is extended to the noncompact case. .

Introduction. There have been several papers in recent years on noncompact

manifolds, proving theorems having homotopy-theoretical hypotheses (particularly

"at infinity") and having homeomorphism type conclusions. Some examples are

Husch and Price [8], Edwards [6], Siebenmann [12] and [13], Levine et al. [2].

This paper is another of the same.

Siebenmann's paper [12] argues strongly the case that for noncompact spaces

the homotopy hypotheses should be on the category of proper maps rather than the

category of all continuous maps. We recall that a continuous map /: X —• Y is

proper if /-1(C) is compact whenever C is compact. In this paper we shall work

in the category of locally finite simplicial complexes and proper maps, and we

shall be concerned with proving theorems about noncompact 3*manifolds.

Our hypotheses will be in terms of functors which are invariants of proper

homotopy type (plus a possibly redundant one to get around the 3-dimensional

Poincare conjecture). We remark that a proper homotopy is a homotopy which is

proper as a single function of two variables (which is not the same as a continuous

family / of proper maps). In addition to the usual homotopy groups, we shall use

two functors which, while invariants of proper homotopy type, are not invariants

of the usual (continuous) homotopy type. The first is well known, it is the space
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of ends (cf. Freudenthal [7]), although our approach is somewhat different. The

second functor we believe to be new. It is a functor to the category of groups

which plays for an end of a noncompact space a role analogous to that played by

the fundamental group for a component of a space.

We prove three main theorems. The first is a closed product theorem; it gives

necessary and sufficient conditions that a 3-manifold be homeomorphic to Fx/,

where F is a noncompact 2-manifold. The second theorem is an open collar theo-

rem; it gives necessary and sufficient conditions that a 3-manifold be homeomor-

phic to F x [0, 00) where F is any 2-manifold other than the projective plane. In

[8] this theorem was already proved for compact F, but with somewhat different

hypotheses. See also [l3l.

The third theorem is the one with the most applications. In [15] Waldhausen

showed that among compact, orientable, irreducible, boundary-irreducible and

sufficiently large 3-manifolds, the group system consisting of the fundamental

group of the manifold together with the conjugacy classes of the subgroups which

are fundamental groups of boundary components characterizes the manifold up to

homeomorphism. In [9] Heil extended Waldhausen 's theorem to the nonorientable

case. For this Heil assumed in addition to Waldhausen's other hypotheses that

the manifold contained no 2-sided projective plane P2. (As far as we know, no

one can yet characterize P2 x / up to homeomorphism.) Our third theorem extends

Waldhausen's and Heil's theorems to the noncompact case. In addition to their hypotheses

we assume that each component of the boundary is compact, and a condition we call end-

irreducible which plays for ends the same role that boundary irreducible plays for boundary

components. (Indeed if an end arises by throwing away a compact boundary component,

then the end is end-irreducible iff the boundary component was boundary irreducible.)

One interesting application of this theorem is to S3 — k, where k is a knot in

the 3-sphere S3. If the unique end of S3 - k is end-irreducible then we can char-

acterize S3 - k, up to homeomorphism, by algebraic invariants. In particular this

is true of all tame knots (which really follows from Waldhausen's theorem), but it

is also true of an uncountable family of wild knots. In fact we do not know of a

knot k for which S3 - k fails to be end-irreducible.

1 Notation and definitions.

(1.1) Notation. We shall work in the category of locally finite simplicial com-

plexes and piecewise linear (pi) maps. We shall not make a notational distinction

between a complex and its underlying topological space. Since we shall work

almost entirely in 3 dimensions it follows from [3] that this leads to no trouble.

Thus a map is a piecewise linear function, and a proper map is a map such that

the counterimage of each compact set is compact.

A manifold will mean a combinatorial manifold. In dimension at most three it
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follows from [ll] or [l] that this restriction is no more than paracompactness. If

M is a manifold we use dM to denote the manifold boundary of M. It follows that

d{dM) is empty. If /: M —• N is a map of manifolds, then the statement "/ is

proper" has two meanings. Zeeman [17] and many authors following him have

used it to mean /" l(dN) = dM. If we speak of a map between manifolds as proper

we shall mean it in this second sense only when the domain is compact (espe-

cially the unit interval / or the 1-sphere S1). If M is a manifold, and ACM is a

finite polyhedron, then a regular neighborhood (7(A) is meant in the sense of J.

H. C. Whitehead [16] (see also [17]). However we shall also require that f/(A)n

dM is a regular neighborhood of A O dM in dM.

If K is a complex and A C K is a subset then cl(A) is the closure of A in K,

and Fr(A) is the frontier of A in K (sometimes called the boundary, but we avoid

that terminology). We say (following [14]) that A is unbounded (in K) if cl(A) is

not compact.

The letters m and n denote variables ranging over the nonnegative integers,

while s and t range over the nonnegative real numbers. On occasion these letters

denote particular values, but only when the context makes this clear. Otherwise

we use a subscript, especially zero. We use the notation n » 0 (or t» 0) to

mean "for all n (or r) sufficiently large". This usually occurs after a statement

involving n which is only asserted for n greater than some fixed, but unspecified,

value nQ.

(1.2) Ends. Let K be a complex. Proper maps b, b': [0, oo) —» K are said to

determine the same end (of K) provided for C C K compact and t » 0, b(t) and

b'(t) ate in the same component of K- C. This is clearly an equivalence rela-

tion, the equivalence class of b is denoted [b] and is called an end of K. The

set of ends is denoted fr0(fO and is topologized as follows: If C is as above and

A is an unbounded component of K - C, then the set of ends [b] so that b(t) € A

for t » 0 is declared to be an open set. We refer to it as the open set determined

by A and denote it by A. The space ?L0(K) is 0-dimensional and Hausdorff. The

components of K partition Z-qÜO into open, compact, and second countable sub-

spaces (i.e. compact subset of the cantor set).

A sequence \Un\ of subsets of K is said to converge to the end [b] of K

provided for any compact C C K and component A of K - C with [b] e A we have

Un C A for n » 0. If Un 4 0 for n » 0 then [b] is unique.

(1.3) Germs and proper homotopies. Let K and L be complexes, and let /,

/': K —• L be proper maps. We say / and /' have the same germ (at infinity) if

for some compact set C C K, f(x) = f'(x) when x e K - C. This is an equivalence

relation, the equivalence class of / is denoted / , and is called the germ of /.

Notice if b, b': [0, «>) —• L are proper, and b_ ̂  b_', then [b] = [£>'].
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If /, /': K —» L are proper maps, a proper homotopy from f to /' is a proper

map H: Kxl —L with H(x, 0) = f(x) and H(x, 1) = f'(x). If // exists, / and /'

are said to be proper homotopic; this is an equivalence relation on the set of

proper maps from K to L. If / C K we say / and /' are proper homotopic rel ] if

H may be chosen constant on /, that is, H(x, t) = f(x) for all (x, t) e / x /.

Germs / and /' are said to be proper homotopic if they have proper homotopic

representatives. Similarly for proper homotopic rel /.

Complexes K and L are said to have the same proper homotopy type if there

exist proper maps /: K —> L and g: L —» K so that fg and gh are proper homotopic

to the respective identity maps.

If /:/<—♦ L is a proper map, then / induces (by composition) a continuous

map n_Q(f): ?L0(K) —►7£0(L). If / and /' are proper homotopic then ZL0(/) = ZT-r//').

Thus, for example, the identity map of the real line Rl on itself is not proper

homotopic to the map x —»- x.

(1.4)tj_j. We denote by S_l the complex consisting of the ray [0, «>) together

with a different copy of the 1-sphere S1 attached at each integer point. The sub-

space [0, oo) is denoted *_, the sphere attached at the point n by S1 x {«{.

Let K be a complex, [a] an end of K, and let a be representative of [a]. By

a proper map A: (S_*J—>(K,a), we mean a proper map A: S_l —» K with the germ

of A|*. equal to q_. On the set of germs of such maps, consider the relation of

proper homotopy rel *_. This is an equivalence relation. The equivalence class

of A is denoted [A]. The set of equivalence classes is denoted H.^K, a); we in-

troduce a group structure. Let A and p represent classes [A] and tp]. Choose «0

so that for / > «0, kit) = p(/). Let 6 be the angular parameter on S1 and define

v. S1 x {«! —» K for n > nQ by:

U(20,n), O<0<77,
v\V, n)= I ~ ~

I p(20 - 2?r, «),     TT < d < 2n.

Let vO) = A(/) for t > «0, and extend f over S} to be continuous. Then v is a

proper map (I1, *) — (K,« ) and M = M • [pi.

The proofs used in the construction of the fundamental group of a complex

carry over quite easily to show that [v] depends only on [A] and [p], and that with

this multiplication 77 (K, a) is a group. If /: K —» L is a proper map of complexes

then / induces (by composition) a function J7_j(/): 2Lj(K» iL)-'JLj(L, £a). Again the

usual proofs easily lead to proofs that n_}(/) is a homomorphism, that n_ j is a

functor to the category of groups, and that if f,f':K — L are proper homotopic

rel a., then ZLjty) = ZL^/').

We calls., (K, a.) the proper fundamental group of the end [a] of K based on a.
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That both the name and the functor are reasonable is shown in [4]» where this

functor and its higher order analogues are investigated. In particular a Whitehead-

type theorem is proved showing that if a proper map induces isomorphisms of all

the usual homotopy groups and all the proper homotopy groups, then it is a proper

homotopy equivalence. Moreover a functor is given to compute ffjCK, a) in terms

of the usual fundamental groups of certain unbounded subsets (and also for the

higher order analogues).

If, in the above definition, we delete the word proper, that is, we consider

homotopy classes rel *. of germs of maps (S^1, *_) —» (K,a_) we again get a group

(same addition) denoted n^iK, a). We call this the repeated fundamental group of

the end [a] of K based at a. Clearly a map /: K —» L induces a homomorphism

ffj(/): w^Kjfl.) —» n^(L, fa), and with this definition n-j is a functor to the cate-

gory of groups.

Suppose again that K is a complex, a, b: [0, <*>) —> K are proper maps repre-

senting germs a_ and b_, and that [a] = [b]. A path in K from a_ to b_ is a sequence

of maps ßn: I — K so that ßn(l) converges to [a], and ßn(0) = a{n), ßn(l)= Hn)

for n » 0. The condition [a] = [b] implies the existence of such a path. A given path

induces an isomorphism £.     a_)—>n_^K, b_). Indeed if X represents an element of

tt_ j(K, a_) then we switch the base point of each X | S1 x \n\ along ßn to £>(»)• This, together

with b, gives us a map (S1,*.) —• (K, b_) which is proper since 1/3 (/)} converges to [a].

Similarly \ßn\ induces an isomorphism 7Tj(K,a_)—• Wj(K, b_). The former

isomorphism depends (at most) on the proper homotopy class rel end points of the

germ of \ß }, the latter isomorphism on the homotopy class.

We note for later use: If K and L are complexes, a: [0, <*>) —• K and b: [0, oo)—»

L are maps, and tffn: ir^K, a(n)) — n,1(L, b{n)) is a homomorphism for each n,

then l^n! induces a homomorphism iff00: ir-^KjOj —» Wj(L, £.).

(1.5) Manifolds. We follow much of the terminology of [9] and [15] here. Thus

a 3-manifold Al is irreducible if every (pi) embedded 2-sphere in M bounds a ball.

M is P -irreducible if Al is irreducible and contains no 2-sided projective planes.

If F is a 2-manifold properly embedded in Al, we say F is incompressible in

Al provided F o r3Al = dF, F is 2-sided in Al, no component of F is a 2-sphere

bounding a ball in Al, and if D is a disk in M with D D F = <9D then r3D bounds a

disk in F. It is a consequence of Dehn's lemma and the loop theorem that this

last condition is equivalent to b-j(g) —» n-^Al) is a monomorphism, where G is any

component of F and we are using the inclusion induced homomorphism.

If Al is a 3-manifold we say M is boundary irreducible if <?A1 is incompressible

in Al. We say Al is end-irreducible if Al 4     and for each end [a] of Al, the homo-

morphism 2Lj(M,a.)—> rr j(Al, a_) is a monomorphism. By the above this is indepen-

dent of the choice of a_ representing [a].
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(1.6) Exhausting sequences. Let K be a countable complex (e.g. let K be

connected). An exhausting sequence for K is a sequence {Cnl of compact sets

so that C   is contained in the interior of C   ,, and U C = K. If |C i is an
n n + l n   n n

exhausting sequence then so is any subsequence. We shall frequently have to

choose a subsequence of an exhausting sequence with some nice property. Hav-

ing shown that the subsequence exists, we shall usually then proceed as if the

original sequence had the property. Cf. Waldhausen's remarks in [15] about "in-

duction on niceness".

Since we have assumed K countable, exhausting sequences for K always

exist. Indeed we may choose an exhausting sequence whose terms are subcom-

plexes of K. UK is connected we may choose the terms to be connected.

If K is connected and {Cnl is an exhausting sequence for K, then the un-

bounded components of K- Cn determine a finite open cover U of £0(K). (This

is not hard, check it first for an exhausting sequence of subcomplexes, and then

use that each term of one exhausting sequence is eventually contained in a term

of another.) U   , is a partition of U , and U U   is a basis for the topology
Ti+i n n n

Of 77 Q(K).

2. The closed product theorem.

(2.1) Lemma. Let M he a compact, connected, P''-irreducible 5-manifold.

Let F c dM be a compact,-connected 2-manifold with rr^F) —»77j(m) an isomor-

phism. Then M is homeomorphic to F x I with F corresponding to F x I Ol.

Proof. If F is a disk, then M is a ball and we are done. Assume F is not a

disk then 77j(F) is infinite, hence 77j(m) is infinite. By the usual argument p2-

irreducible implies M is aspherical, so the inclusion map F c, M is a homotopy

equivalence. It follows that dM £ F (otherwise /72(F;       — H2(M; Zp is

trivial). Then by [5, Theorem (3.4)] the lemma follows.

(2.2) Theorem. Let M be a connected, noncompact P2-irreducible 3-manifold.

Let F c dM be a connected 2-manifold with dM- F 4 0. Let i: F     M be the

inclusion map and suppose

(a) 77j(7): 77j(F) —• 77j(M) is an isomorphism,

(t,)77.00):?l0(r7) —,E.0(Al) is a homeomorphism,

(c) tt^O'): tt^CF, a) —> tt^M, a) is an epimorphism,

for each end [a] of M. Then M is homeomorphic to F x t with F going to F x \ 0\.

Proof. As above it follows that i: F M is a homotopy equivalence. Let

us denote one component of cl(dM - F) by G U (<9G x /) where we have collared

the boundary so that dG x 111 corresponds to dG. We claim that F noncompact

and H2(M, F; Z2)= 0 implies G is noncompact. Otherwise G U (dG x /) is a
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cycle of c2(M, F;      since öKG U (dG x /)) C dF. Then H2(M, F; ZJ = 0 implies

that G U (dGx I) is Z2-homologous modulo its boundary to a finite Z2-chain Fj

of F. But d2(G U (dG x /)) = 0 implies F, is a submanifold of F with dG = Fj O

r?F. Then F connected implies Fj = F, but Fj is compact and F is not. Let us

choose an exhausting sequence iG^i for G so that

(i) Gn is a connected polyhedral 2-manifold in G;

(ii) the frontier Fr(Gn) of Gn in G consists of arcs and simple closed curves

all properly imbedded in G;

(iii) components of G — G   are all unbounded (and hence finite in number).

This is possible since G is connected (cf. (3.1)).

If A is a component of Fr(Gn) which is a simple closed curve, then A is freely

homotopic to a loop in F since tTj(F) —» w (ti) is an epimorphism. It follows from

[5, Lemma (2.3)] that in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the image of such a

free homotopy there is a proper embedding of A x 7 with Axil} going to A, and

A x {0! going properly into F. Similarly, if a is a component of Fr(Gn) which is

an arc, then a u (da) x 7 is homotopic with endpoints fixed to a path in F. Again,

by [5, Lemma (2.3)1, in any neighborhood of the image of such a homotopy there is

a proper embedding of a x 7 with axil} U (da) x 7 going to a u(r3a) x 7 and with

ax 10} being embedded in F.

Given embeddings as above of the components of Fr(Gn) x 7, we may assume

them all to be in general position with respect to one another by a small deforma-

tion. By standard cut and paste arguments we may remove all the intersection

curves staying in any small neighborhood of the union. This process need not

change Fr(Gn) x fl} U (r3Fr(Gn)) x 7. Thus given any homotopy of Fr(G )u

(<?Fr(Gn)) x 7 into F with endpoints fixed, in any small neighborhood of the image

we can find a proper embedding of Fr(Gn) x 7 with Fr(Gn) x {1} going to Fr(Gn),

<?Fr(Gn) x 7 going by the identity and Fr(Gfl) x i0} going properly into F.

Let \Cm\ be an exhausting sequence for Al. For each n choose an embedding

as above of Fr(Gn) x 7 into M so as to miss as many of the sets Cm as possible.

We claim that the resulting map of u„Fr(Gn) x 7 into M is a proper map. Since

each embedding may be constructed in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of a

homotopy, it is sufficient to show: For each mQ if n » 0 there is a homotopy of

Fr(G ) U (<?Fr(G )) x 7 rel <?Fr(G ) x {0}, into F whose image misses c   . If this
n n n 0 mo

is not true then either:

(1) there is a sequence lA^} of loops in G converging to an end [b] of Al, and

an integer mQ so that the image of any free homotopy of An into F meets c   , or'

(2) there is a sequence jan! of proper arcs in G converging to an end [b] of

M, and an integer m0, so that the image of any homotopy of a u (da ) x 7 rel

endpoints into F meets C   . We shall derive a contradiction for each case.
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Suppose (1) holds. Choose a representative b of [b] so that b(n) is a chosen

base point of A^. Let a represent an element [a] of w Q(F) with it Q(i)([a]) = [£>].

Choose a proper path {/3ni from a to b (see (1.4)). Let [A] be the element of rr_j(M,fe)

defined by t> and the An« Let [p] be the element of 2.j(M, a) which the isomor-

phism induced by f/3nl carries to [A]. Since £.j(z) is an epimorphism, some repre-

sentative p of [p] lies in F. For n » 0 this provides a free homotopy of A into

F missing C .

Suppose (2) holds. Since ?l0(z) is one-to-one there is a sequence j8n of paths

in F converging to [b], and joining the points ida.^) x {0}. Let b be a representa-

tive of [b] whose image lies in F, and so that b(n) £ (dctj x {0}. Then b, together

with the loops formed by ßn U (dctn) x 7, gives an element of f/_j(M, b). Again

since £. j(0 is an epimorphism some representative of this element lies in F.

Again for n » 0 this provides a homotopy rel endpoints of <Xn U (daj x 7 into F

whose image misses C .
0 m 0

This establishes the fact that our map is proper. It then follows that by

choosing a subsequence of [G I we may assume that our map U Fr(G ) x 7 —• A!

is an embedding. We identify (J„Fr(Gn) x 7 with its image in M, which we note

is consistent with (dG) x 7.

We next claim that there is a compact connected 3-manifold Mn in M with

Fr(Mn) = Fr(Gn) x 7, and      O G = Gn.(2) Indeed Gn U d(Gn) x 7 is a Z2 2-cycle

of M modF. As before 772(M, F; Z2)= 0, so it is a Z2-boundary as well, and Mn

is a 3-chain which it bounds. Mn is connected since Gn is connected, and is

compact since it is a finite Z2-chain. We let Fn = Mn n F, then d/M^ = Ffl U GnU

(r3Gn) x 7, and Fr(Fn) = Fr(Gn) x {0|.

We claim that Fn is connected. If not, there is a path in Mn joining interior

points of distinct components of Fn. Such a path has Z2 intersection number

zero with each component of Fr(Gn) x 7. We homotope this path rel endpoints

into F. The resulting path has Z2 intersection number zero with each component

of Fr(F ), contradicting the fact that it joins interior points of distinct components

of F„. "

We now claim that the inclusion induced homomorphism n, (F ) —» tt.(M ) isr in in

an isomorphism. Suppose first that there is a disk D which is the closure of a

component of F - dFn. Then dD C [dG U Fr(Gn)] x i0} so (3D) x 7 is contained

in [dG U Fr(Gn)] x 7. Now (3D) x 7 separates M because dD separates F, and the

component of M — {dD) x 7 meeting F in the interior of D must be bounded since

»r.0(z) maps £,0(F) onto ff.0(iVl). Then the closure of this component is Mn since

components of G — Gn are unbounded. Using a regular neighborhood of Fn in Afn

( ) We are indebted to Dennis Sullivan for this argument.
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we may move Mn up off F to M'n, still homeomorphic to Mb but so that M - =

(M - MB) U (Fn x [0, f)). Let F'n = Fn x {el C dM\ Using *to denote free product

of croups we have n,(M) = tt,(c1(M - M')) *7t,(M'). Since F C M - M' it follows
°    L 11 n        l    n n

that 7r,(M ) = 1, G   is a disk, and M   is a ball. In this case rr,(F ) —»»r,(Al )
inn n inin

is an isomorphism.

On the other hand suppose no such disk exists. Letting Mn and F'n be as

above it follows that tt,(F') —> ;r,(M')and n.(F') —> 7r,(cl(M- M')) are monomor-
in in in i n

phisms (bah inclusion induced). Then ffj(Al) is the free product of n^cHM - Al^))

by Tr.(M') with amalgamation over 7r,(F'u(Fr(F )x[e, l])). Since
'    i    n ° in ft

7Tj(cl(M — A>n)) —»7Tj(M) is an epimorphism as above, it follows that ^(F^) —'

Wj(Mn) is an isomorphism (cf. Proposition 2.4 of [18]).

It now follows from (2.1) that Mn is homeomorphic to F^x / so as to pre-

serve (Ö77 ) x /. It follows from [5, Theorems 4.1 and 5.1] that the homeomorphism

of Mn+ j onto Fn+1 x / may be chosen to extend the homeomorphism of onto

Fn x I unless Fn is a disk, and Fn x I is knotted in Fn j x /. Assuming for the

moment that this last does not happen for all n » 0, by a subsequence we may

assume it never happens. Then the above homeomorphisms fit together to give a

homeomorphism of F x / onto U M . Since the map U Fr(G ) x / — M is proper,

and M is connected it follows that U M = M and we are done.
n n

We must only show that for every n, F   a disk and Fx/ knotted in F   , x I
' '        n n n+1

is impossible. If this happens then F is the Euclidean plane R   (as is G) and

for each n > 1, there is a loop An in Fn x / - Fn l x / which is not freely homo-

topic to any loop in F - Fj. The same contradiction reached in (1) above can be

reached in this case also.

We make a few remarks on this theorem. One compact version was proved in

[5], the form closest to this one is Lemma (2.1) above. The   0(0 hypotheses are

necessary, if we remove only one point of F x ill from F x / we only destroy the

fact that 7L00) is onto. On the other hand if F = R2 - pt then F x [0, 1) together

with the interior of a closed disk in F x ill satisfies all but *L<$S) is one-to-one.

Finally the last paragraph provides a prescription for constructing 3-manifolds

bounded by two planes, which are an increasing union of cells (and hence P2-

irreducible) and satisfying all hypotheses of the theorem except that ZLjO') is not

an epimorphism.

3. The open product theorem.

(3.1) Lemma. Let M be a connected end-irreducible i-manijold. There exists

an exhausting sequence \Cn\ for M so that

(i) Cn is a compact submanifold of M,

(ii) Fr(C ) is a system of properly embedded surfaces in M meeting no compact
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component of <9M,

(iii) Fr(Cn) is incompressible in M,

(iv) Cn is connected,

(v) all components of M — Cn are unbounded.

Proof. Suppose jC^l is a sequence satisfying (i)—(iv). If C^ is the union

of Cn with the bounded components of M - C'n then \Cn\ is an exhausting sequence

satisfying (i)—(v). The proof that Cn is compact is as in the last paragraph of

(1.6). That (iii) still holds for Cn follows since a system of surfaces is incom-

pressible iff each component is incompressible. The others are clear, so we

shall now construct \c'n\ satisfying (i)—(iv).

Suppose next that \C^\ satisfies (i)—(iii). Define \Cji by the following in-

ductive procedure: Let Cj be a component of Cj. Choose Cn to be the com-

ponent of c'n containing Cn j. If C^q is a component of C'   we may join it to

CnQ by a path, the result is a compact connected set. Ji n » 0 this set is con-

tained in the interior of C', since it is connected it is contained in C . It
. n n

follows that U C = M. Then \C I satisfies (i)—(iv).
n   n n

Suppose \C'Ji satisfies (i) and (ii). If Fr(C^) is compressible in M then some

simple loop A which is essential on Fr(C'n) bounds a properly embedded disk D

in either M - C'n or in C\ In the first case we add a regular neighborhood of D

to C'n, in the second we remove an open regular neighborhood of D from C'n. This

decreases the genus of Fr(Cn) if A is a nonseparating loop, and otherwise

separates some component of Fr(C^) into two components neither having genus

zero. Thus the procedure terminates giving Cn with Fr(Cn) incompressible in M.

The operation which removes part of C ' raises two problems. First we might

remove part of Cn j preventing an inductive construction. But if Fr(Cn_j) is

incompressible in M then it is sufficient to make Fr(Cn) incompressible in

M-Cn j, so we may choose the D's to miss Cn_ j. The second problem is that after

the inductive construction the sequence jCn} may no longer exhaust M. It is at

this point that we need M to be end-irreducible, indeed, condition (iii) is equiva-

lent to end-irreducible. Each modification of Fr(C^) removes an annulus and re-

places it with a pair of disks. Choose each A to miss these disks so that each A

is contained in F^C^). Let \En\ be a fixed exhausting sequence for/M, and

having chosen A, choose D to miss as many of the sets E^ as possible.

We assert that for each integer k, there exists an integer n so that Efc C

int C ' and that none of the D's chosen to modify C ' meet E., whence E. C C

as well. If this is false for some *0 then we produce a sequence {Anl of simple

loops, A C Fr(C '), An inessential in M, but essential in M - EJfeQ. A subsequence

converges to some end [a] of M and this gives us a nontrivial element in
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ker(?Lj(M, a.)—»rrJjA, a)). Thus the assertion is true which shows that {C^l

exhausts M.

The proof will be finished when we show that there is an exhausting sequence

satisfying (i) and (ii). This is almost trivial, start with any exhausting sequence

{C^i and modify it by including in C'n any compact component of dM which it

meets. Take a second regular neighborhood of each term, a subsequence of the

result is an exhausting sequence, and it satisfies (i) and (ii). One may regard

this lemma as the first step in the construction of an "infinite hierarchy", cf.

[15], [19].

(3.2) Theorem. Let M be a connected P2'-irreducible 3-manifold with one

end. Suppose 2.j(M,a_) —• nSM,i) is an isomorphism and AI 4 R3. Then A! -

F x [0, <») where F is a connected 2-manifoId.

Proof. Al is end-irreducible so we may select an exhausting sequence

satisfying (i)—(v) of Lemma (3.1). Select a proper map a: [0, <») —> Al with

«([«, ~)) C Al - Cn. Let A: (S1, *) — (Al, a(0)) be any loop. Then A defines a map

u: (I1,*)—(Al.a)by p|* = a, and p.\Sl x \n\ traces backwards along a from

a(n) to a(0), around A, then forward along a to a(n). Since n_JjA, a) — nJ^M, a)

is an isomorphism, p is homotopic rel*.to a proper map. Thus, no matter how

large n, there is a loop v in M - Cn based at a(n) so that the isomorphism of

nAjA, a{n)) onto n j(M, a(0)) defined by a | [0, n] carries M to [A]. Thus the in-

clusion induced homomorphism tt^cKM - C^)) —» jt^AI) is an epimorphism. (Note

that M - Cn is connected by (v) and the fact that Al has one end.)

We assert that Fr(Cn) is connected for every «. If not let F and G be dis-

tinct components of Fr(CB). Since both Cn and M — CR are connected, we can

choose a loop in Al meeting Fr(Cn) only in F and G, and having a nonzero mod 2

intersection number with each of F and G. By the above this loop is homotopic

to a loop in Al - Cn which has mod 2 intersection number zero with both F and G,

a contradiction.

Let Fn = Fr(Cn), a connected 2-sided incompressible surface properly embed-

ded in Al. Then w,(Al) is the free product of nXC ) by jr,(cl(Al - C )) with amal-
l * l   n   '    i n

gamation over ff^F^ (van Kampen's theorem). Since jr1(cl(Al - Cn)) —♦ n-j(Al)

is an epimorphism, ir^Fn) —• ffj(Cn) is an isomorphism. By (2.1) there is a homo-

morphism of Fn x [0, n] onto Cn, with (<?Fn) x [0, n] U Fn x I«} carried to Fn.

Moreover it is not hard to see (e.g., by regular neighborhood theory) that the

homeomorphism of FB + 1 x [0, n + l] onto Cn+ l may be chosen to extend that of

F  x [0, n] onto C , and the theorem is proved.

An interesting corollary is a characterization of R .
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(3.3) Let M be an open irreducible contractible 3*manifold with one end.

Then n_AM, «.) is the trivial group iff m = R3.

Proof. If M R3 then (3.2) applies, but we assume dM ^ 0. Conversely a

loop which misses a pl-ball in R3 is contractible in the complement of that ball.

One should note that McMillan [10] has given an uncountable family of open

contractible subsets of R3, each having just one end.

(3.4) Theorem. Let m be a connected, P2'-irreducible 3-manifold with more

than one end. Then for each end [a] of m the bomomorphism £,j(M,g_) —• nAM,a)

is an isomorphism iff one of (a) , (b), or (c) holds:

(a) m has two ends and is homeomorphic to F x R1 for F a compact 2-mani-

fold.

(b) AI has more than two ends, nAM) =      and Af may be constructed from a

cell by removing from the boundary a subset homeomorphic to »Lq(AO.

(c) m has more than two ends, tt^M) = Z, and m may be constructed from the

product D x S1 of a disk with Sl by removing from the boundary X x S1, where X

is a subset of 3D homeomorphic to 7/_0(M).

Proof. Select an exhausting sequence {Cn! satisfying (i)—(v) of (3.1), and so

that M - Cn is disconnected for all n. If An is the closure of a component of

M - C   then as in (3.2) 7t,(a )     ttAm) is an isomorphism. It follows that F =
n 1   n 1 * n

A   n C   is connected and C   is homeomorphic to F x [— n, n] with F   eoine to

F x \n\ and another component of Fr(Cn) going to F x \ — n\.

If Al has two ends then cl(Cn+ t - C^) has two components. By (2.1) they

are homeomorphic to F x [«, n + l] andF x [- {n + l), - n]. From this it follows

that Al is homeomorphic to F x R 1 and case (a) is proved.

If M - Cn has more than two components, then some component G of Fr(Cn)

embeds in (r3F) x (-«, «)• Since 77j(G) —« ttAC^i is an isomorphism, it follows

that either G is a disk and C   a cell or G is an annulus and C   is a solid torus.
n n

In the first case n-j(Al) = {l}, in the second case nAtA) = Z.

Suppose nA}A) = 1, so Cn is a cell and each component of Fr(Cn) is a disk.

Let B be the unit ball in R3 and Bn the concentric ball of radius (n - l)/n. Let

h : C —• B be an embedding so that

(1) *n(Cn) DBn,
(2) McltfC -Fr(C ))) =-3B O * (C ),

n n b b   b '

(3) The total area of dB - hn(Cn) is less than l/n.

Let E be a component of cl(C    , - C ). Then E is a cell which meets C   in a
b + i b b

component F of Fr(Cn). Let E1 be the component of cl(B - ^„(Cn)) meeting

#n(Cn) in the disk hAF). Extend hn \ F to an embedding of E into E1. These
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extensions fit together with bn to give an embedding &n+ t of Cß+ j in B. They

may be chosen so that bn+ l satisfies (1)—(3) above with « + 1 in place of n.

Let h: M —• B be defined by £> | Cn = hn. Then b is an embedding of M in B.

By (1) mm) D B - dB, by (2) b(dM) = h(M) o dB, by (3) dB - h(dfA) is a closed

O-dimensional set. To see that dB - b(dM) is homeomorphic to n_n(m), notice

that each point of dB — h(dM) is given as the intersection of a decreasing family

of disks. Each of these disks corresponds to a component of M — Cn, and de-

creasing intersections of such components are in 1-1 correspondence with points

of >l0(M). This observation also shows that the topology is correct. This estab-

lishes case (b) of the theorem; case (c) is proved similarly.

(3.5) Corollary. Let M be a connected, P2'-irreducible, end-irreducible, non-

compact i-manifold. Suppose boundary components of M are compact, and for

some end [a] of M, 2Lj(M, a.) —• J7j(M,a_) is an isomorphism. Then for some closed

2-manifold F, M is homeomorphic to either F x [0, *>) or to F x Rl.

Proof. If M has one end it is homeomorphic to F x [0, <») by (3.2) so we

shall assume it has more than one end. Let {C^l be an exhausting sequence

satisfying (i)-(v) of (3-1). Let A^ be the closure of the component of M - C

which contains [a]. If Fn = An o Cn then, as in (3.4), C"n is homeomorphic to

Fn x t- n, n] with Fn going to Fn x {«}. It follows that M - C"n has exactly two

components, thus M has exactly one other end [b]. Let      be the closure of the

other component of M - Cn. By (3.2) again Aß is homeomorphic to Fn x [n, oo),

from which f1(ßn) ~* nAM) is an isomorphism. Since n is arbitrary, n_JM,k_) —•

njMtb) is an isomorphism. Then (3.4) finishes the corollary.

4. The Waldhausen-Heil theorem.

(4.1) Lemma. Let F 4 S2 be a closed connected 2-manifold. Let p: Fx/—*

N be a covering map with p(F x {O}) 4 p(F x\l\). Let G = p(F x jOj) and let

pQ: F —» G be defined by pQ(x) = p(x, 0).   Then there exist homeomorpbisms h

and j&j so that the diagram

Fx /-A*Fx /

p0xid| |p

Gx / -—>N
hl

commutes, and h\F x {0j = id.

Proof. If p is a homeoniorphism, the theorem is trivial. Assume not, then

clearly G is a closed connected 2-manifold not the projective plane, and N is a

compact connected 3-manifold. A homotopy cell in N can be lifted into F x /,
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so it is a cell. Since dF = 0, G ̂  = p(F x }ll) = dN — G is a closed nonempty 2-

manifold. If p is an r-fold covering then r^iG) = ^;(F x j0|) = \{F x {l}) = ''X^^i^

where ^ is the Euler characteristic.

If A is a loop in iV based at a point of G, then A can be lifted to a path in

Fx/ with endpoints in F x jOi. A homotopy of this path rel endpoints into

F x |0j covers a homotopy of A rel the base point into G. Thus ttAjG) — tr^N)

is an epimorphism. It follows from (3.4) of [5] that the natural projection G x i0{~>

G can be extended to a homeomorphism h  of G x / onto A/.

Let us think of 6j(p0 x "*) as a homotopy of the map p|F x I Ol. Covering

this homotopy we obtain a map h: Fx/—'Fx / so that /i>|F x |0i = id. Since b~1

may also be obtained by a covering we have that b is a homeomorphism.

(4.2) Theorem. Let M and N be P''-irreducible, boundary-irreducible, ana" ena"-

irreducible connected 3-manifolds. Suppose that M is noncompact but that boundary

components of N are compact. Finally suppose there is a proper map f: (M, dM)—»

(iV, 6W) so r/jar nAf) is a monomorpbism. Then there is a proper homotopy of f

(as a map of pairs) to a map /j so //bar either (a) or (b) holds.

(a) /j is a /inire sheeted covering map.

(b) There are closed 2-manifolds K in M awa" L in N so that M is a bundle

with fibre R 1 and with zero section K, f ^ is a covering of K onto L, one component

of N - L has closure L x [0, »), and f ^k, t) = (fAk), |/|).

Furthermore, if f\dM is a local homeomorphism, then the. homotopy may be

chosen constant on dM.

Proof. We observe that since / is proper, components of dM are compact and

A/ is not compact. On each boundary component of M we may perform a homotopy

of the restriction of / to a covering map (M is boundary irreducible, N is P2»

irreducible, and use Theorem 1 of [9]). Using collar neighborhoods of the boundary

we may extend this to a homotopy of /. Thus we may assume that f\dM is a

covering map.

Choose an exhausting sequence \Cn\ for N satisfying (i)-(y) of Lemma (3.1). Since

N is /-^-irreducible no component of Fr(Cn) is a projective plane. No component of

Fr(Cn) is a 2-sphere since N is irreducible and Fr(C"n) is incompressible. Choose an

exhausting sequence {c'l for M satisfying (i)-(v) of (3.1) so that C* C f~\c - Fr(C )),
1 1 n   t n n n

and /" (Cn)C Cn+1 - Fr(Cn+1) (we may again need subsequences to achieve this).

Consider the map / | cl(C^+ j - C^) —» cl(C    t - Cn_ j). According to Lemma

2 of [9] this map is homotopic rel 3(cl(C'n+ t - C^)) to a map f'n which is trans-

verse with respect to Fr(Cn) and so that f' ~ \Fr(Cn)). is a system of 2-sided

imcompressible surfaces in cl(C^+ t - C^). It follows that f'n _1(Fr(Cn)) is in-

compressible in M.
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Now / is proper homotopic rel dM to a map which agrees with /' on

cl(C*  j - Cn). Thus we may assume that D'n = /_1(C"n) is a compact 3-manifold

in M with C' C D'n, and dD'n incompressible in M (recall M is boundary irreducible,

and no component of Fi(Cn) meets dN). In particular \Dn\ is an exhausting se-

quence for M and no component of Fr(D^) meets dM. As above no component of

dD'n is a projective plane or a 2-sphere.

Applying Theorem 1 of [9] there is a proper homotopy of / rel dM to a map /'

so that /' _ 1(Cn) ■ D'n and if F is a component of Fr(D^) then f'\F is a covering

map onto a component of Fr(C"n). This is so since components of Fr(Cn), respec-

tively Fr(DB), are bicollared in N, respectively M.

Now let D be a component of D\. We may apply Theorem A of [9] to / '| D —'

Cn. According to that theorem there are two possibilities:

(a) f'\D is homotopic rel dD to a covering map onto C"n, or

(b) D is a line bundle over a closed surface and f' \ D is homotopic rel dD =

Fr(D) to a map into Fr(Cn).

Notice that in case (b) there is a homotopy of /' constant outside an arbitrar-

ily small neighborhood of D to a map / j with f'x~ \C ) = D'n - D and f[~l(C   j) =

By choosing a subsequence of iCn! if necessary the above lead to two cases:

(aj) There is an exhausting sequence for M whose reth term is a component of

D'n which falls under case (a) above, or

(bj) given any component of D'n there exists m > n so that the component of

D'm containing it falls under case (b).

Applying the homotopy mentioned after case (b) above and choosing a subse-

quence if necessary we see there is a proper homotopy rel dM of /'to a map /j so

that if Dn = /i_1(Cn) then D^ consists of some components of      and either

(a2) For any n and any component D of D , /J| D is homotopic rel dD to a

covering map onto Cn, or

(b2) Dn is a line bundle over a closed connected surface either a product

for every n or twisted for every n, and /j \Dn is homotopic rel dD   to a map into

dC .
n

Let us show that (b2) leads to case (b) of the present theorem. Under (b2)

clearly dM =0. Now D ^ is a line bundle over a closed surface K and f[\Dl is

homotopic rel dD ̂  to a map onto a component of Fr(Cj). Write a collar neighbor-

hood of this component in Cj as L x [0, l] where the component of Fr(Cj) is

written as L x |l! and L = L x iO! is contained in Cj - dC^ Taking the above

homotopy, following it by a strong deformation retraction of Dj along the fibres

into K, and then stretching back along the fibres of L x [0, l], we see that /(|D}
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is homotopic as a map of (Dj, <?Dj) into (Cj, L x (if) to a map /j | Dj so that

e L for * e K and /j(fc, f) = (fAk), \t\) e L x [0, l] where each fibre of Dj is

written j£} x [- 1, l] and there is an indeterminancy in the sign.

Using a collar neighborhood of L x flj in cl(/V - Cj) we see there is a proper

homotopy of f[ to a map gj so that gj | Dj = /j | Dj and gj | cl(M - D2) =

/{I cl(M - D2). Now let 5 be a component of cl(D2 - D j). Then <?S meets both

dDj and <9D2 (recall D2 is a line bundle too and is twisted iff Dj is twisted).

Let F and F' be components of r3S n rJDj and r3S n <3D2 respectively. Let / be a

loop on F. Twice around / is homotopic in S to a loop in F* since ffj(F') is of

index one or two in 77j(D2) and nA.S) —• 77j(D2) is a monomorphism. It follows

from Proposition 5 of [9] that S is homeomorphic to Fx/. Then by Theorem A of

[9]» gj IS —• (C"2 - Cj) is homotopic rel dS to a covering map /j | S onto a com-

ponent 7* of cl(C2 - Cj). By Lemma (4.1) we may write S = F x [l, 2], T =

/j(F) x [1, 2] = L x [1, 2], and /j(s, r) = (JAs), f). If cl(D2 - Dj) has another

component we may proceed similarly. Notice that D 2 is the same line bundle as

Dj. We use the constructed product line bundle structures on the components of

cl(D2 - Dj) to extend our line bundle structure to D2«

There is a proper homotopy of gj, constant on Dj U cl(M - D2) to a map g2

so that g2 I cl(D2 - Dj) = /j I cl(D2 - Dj). Notice we have defined the desired

map /j on D2, and have begun the construction of the proper homotopy. Continuing

inductively we get the structure of a line bundle over K on Dn with a metric which

gives every fibre a radius n, a proper map gn: M —> N homotopic

rel Dn_j U cl(M - Dn) to gn_ j, a component of Cn-L with closure L x [0, n]

and so that gn(k, r) = (JAk), \t\). If f^. N -* M is defined by /j | Dn = gB | Dn,

then /j is as desired in case (b) of the theorem.

Now suppose case (a2) above holds. Consider a component S of cl(Dn+1 —D^X

Apply Theorem A of [9] to /{| S —♦ cl(Cn+ j - Cn). If, for every n and every S,

/j'|S is homotopic rel dS to a covering map, then these homotopies fit together to

give a proper homotopy constant on dM to a covering map f: M —* N, proving case

(a) of the theorem. Suppose then that n (> 1) is chosen smallest so that S is a

line bundle over a closed surface and /J|5 is homotopic rel dS to a map into

/J (<ft). Then dS C Fr(Dn), since if dS C Fr(Dn +,) then S is a component of Dn + j

and this is ruled out under (a2). Then there is a homotopy of /J, constant outside

a small neighborhood of S to a map gj so that g71(^„ + i)= ^B+i an(* 8il(Cn) =

D  US. Notice that cl(D   . — (D U 5)) = cl(D ^, - D ) - S, in particular the

number of components has decreased.

It may now be that the restriction gj | D of gj to the component D of g1"1(^B)

containing S is no longer homotopic rel dD to a covering map. We may now do a

homotopy of gj, constant outside a small neighborhood of D, to a map g2 so that
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eAD)C C   , - C . We are now back in case (a.)since gT (C . ,)= D ...

Moreover g\~ 82 ^Gn-0 nas ^ewer components than g^ (Cn)-g7. (Cn_|),

which has at most as many components as Dn — Dn_ j (this last depends on

whether S is twisted or not).

On the other hand it may happen that g1 already satisfies (a2), but the com-

ponent of cl(g7/(Cn)- ^n_j) which contains S has all its boundary in dDn_lt

is again a line bundle, and the restriction of gl is homotopic to a map into dCn_l

(that is, n is no longer smallest). We perform a homotopy as we did on /j this

time decreasing the number of components in clig^iCJ- ^n_i)» After a finite

number of steps we have constructed a map g2, proper homotopic rel <?A1 to gj by

a homotopy which is constant outside Dn+i> so that g2 is again in case (a2).

Moreover if gj1^*.) ^ ^ k ^or some ^ - " tnen Sj1^*) ~ nas ^ewer com-

ponents than      -       j, while if g2"1(Cfc) =     for some k < n then the homotopy

is constant on D^. Finally, g2 | S is homotopic rel <9S to a covering map if S is

a component of clf^J^C^) - gJ1(Cfc_ j)) and k < n.

We now proceed by induction to improve g2. Since the number of components

of cl(D^ - Ojfe_1) cannot decrease indefinitely, the process stabilizes on the

inverse image of Ck after a finite number of steps. We thus construct a proper

homotopy of /J rel <9M to a map of the type described at the beginning of this

case. This establishes case (a) and the theorem.

(4.3) Definition. Let Al and N be connected 3-manifolds, Al having a finite

number of compact boundary components and a finite number of ends. A homomor-

phism ifr: ^(Ai) —• n-jOV) is said to respect the peripheral structure provided:

(i) If F is a boundary component of Ai then there is a boundary component G

of N so that tf/i^n^iF)) is conjugate in 7Tj(N) to a subgroup of i^n^G)). (Here

iy. denotes the homomorphism induced by inclusion followed by change of base

point along a path. The definition does not depend on the choice of path.)

(ii) For any end [a] of Af there exists an end [b] of N so that ^""i^fe. j(Al, «_))

is conjugate to a subgroup of i^OL-^N, b)) by an element of rr^Njb) which is a

single element of J7j0v) with base point shifted along b to each b(n). (Here

iff00: 7rj(Al,fl_) —»!7j(N,&_) is the homomorphism induced by the sequence

if/n: 77j(Al, a{n)) —♦ tj-jOV, b(n)), where ^n is ^ with base points shifted along a

and b. Again f+ represents the natural inclusion homomorphism.) The definition

is independent of the choice of representatives a and b of [a] and [b\.

(4.4) Theorem. Let Al and N be connected noncompact 3-manifolds, Al having

a finite number of compact boundary components and a finite number of ends.

Suppose N is P2-irreducible, boundary-irreducible, and end-irreducible. Let

if/', n. (Al) —* it AN) be a homomorphism. Then there exists a proper map
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/: (M, dM) —» (N, dN) which induces i/r /'// t/r respects the peripheral structure.

Proof. The necessity is easy, we prove sufficiency. If we can construct a

proper map /: M —» N which induces i/r, then the argument in (6.3) of [15] finishes

the proof. First select a maximal tree T in Al with just one end for each end of M.

That this can be done may be seen as follows. Select a maximal tree T' and an

exhausting sequence \Cn\ for M of connected subcomplexes so that T'OC^ is

connected, and components of T' - Cn are unbounded for every n. Suppose for

some nn that if A    is an unbounded component of M - C   , then A    n T' has

just one (unbounded) component. Now let ^„0+i he an unbounded component of

Af-Cno+1. Then any component of r'OA   +1 has exactly one 1-simplex with

a vertex in C     , since T'nC     . is connected and T' is a tree. If there is

more than one unbounded component in T'nAno+1 then some 1-simplex of ■^nn+i

joins two such. We add it to T' and subtract one of the 1-simplexes with a vertex

in Cn0+ j. This procedure produces a maximal tree of the desired type, even if

M has infinitely many ends.

We define /: T —» N first. Choose n large enough that each unbounded com-

ponent of M - Cn determines just one end of M. Map C^ O T and all bounded

components of T - Cn to the base point of N. For each end [a] of M let

a: [0, oo) —> T be the unique one-to-one simplicial map representing [a] and so

that a(0) is the base point of Al. Let b represent the corresponding end of N (see

(ii) of (4.3)), and let A be the constant loop by which we must conjugate. If a is

the unique 1-simplex of im(a) with one vertex in Cß and the other in M - C , we

let / loop a around A and then continue along b so that f(a(m)) = b(m) for m » n.

By this we have mapped a subtree Tj of T, with the property that components of

T — Tj are bounded, and have closure meeting Tj in a single vertex. Map the

whole component to the image of the vertex. This defines / as a proper map on T.

If a is a 1-simplex of M - T then a together with T determine a loop on M.

The endpoints of a have been mapped, iff specifies a homotopy class of paths

joining these points to which a should be mapped. Let / map a to one such path

missing as many terms as possible of some fixed exhausting sequence for N. We

show that since x}r preserves the peripheral structure, this extension of / to the 1-

skeleton of M is proper.

If not there is a sequence of 1-simplexes |o"n! of M - T converging to the

end [a] of Al, and a compact set C in N so that f(.a) O C ^ 0. Moreover, if A^ is

the loop based at a(0) and determined by T and on then for any extension of /

over a so that [/A ] = t/rlA ] we must have that f(o ) O C A 0. Let p  be the

loop based at a(n) and determined by T and on. Then (a(0)a(n))(pn)(a(n)a(0))

is homotopic rel a(0) to An where a(0)a(n) means the path in T from «(0) to a(n).
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Since T has only one end at the end [a] of AI, it follows that the sequence jpn}

converges to [a]. Thus |pni, together with the map a, determines an element [p]

of ZLj(Al, a_). Nowfc. =/a and we have extended / so that [/p] = i^Wi, where

[v] £n_ j(/V,fc.)> and the equality holds in n^N, b_). But then for n » I, fnn is

homotopic rel f(a(n)) = b(n) to vn = v | S1 x n, and vn O C = 0. Then we could

have chosen f\ on to be the path: (f(oJS})a(n)))(vn)(f(a(n)on'l))), where aj.0) is

the initial point of 0"n, and /(o"n(0)a(n)) is the composition of / with a path in T.

For h » 1 this misses C since /1 T is proper.

Since ^ is a homomorphism, we can extend / over the 2-skeleton of Al, we do

so again missing as many terms of our exhausting sequences as we can. Since N

is end-irreducible, this extension is proper also. Since N is P2-irreducible we

can extend / over the 3-skeleton of Al, and we do so in the same way as above.

Since N is end-irreducible, in particular N 4 R3, this extension is proper also.

We give the corresponding theorem now for the case where Al has infinitely

many ends and/or infinitely many compact boundary components. The definition

of "respects the peripheral structure" is somewhat more complicated since we

must be careful to respect the nontrivial topology of 2£0«

(4.5) Definition. Let Al and N be connected 3-manifolds, Al having compact

boundary components. a homomorphism tfr: rr^M) —» 77j(N) is said to respect the

peripheral structure provided:

(i) For each end [a] of M there exists an end [b] =/_Q([a]) of N so that

^"i^djCAl, a_)) is conjugate to a subgroup of iJsL^iN, b)) by an element of ffjOv)

as in (ii) of (4.3). The map/ 0:tt_0(Al) ~*rT_0(N) is continuous. Further, if

a: T —» AI, ß: T —» N are proper maps of a tree T so that /^oZL0(a) - ZT-r/ß)» then

there exists a compact set C C T so that if [a] and [a'] are ends of T in the same

component of T - C, then ^""z^OejIAI, aa)) and ^°°z'+(2j(Al,aa_')) are conjugate

to subgroups of i+K^Njßa) and i#2j(/V, ßa_') respectively by the same element

of ffj(/V). (Here a and a' are the unique simple simplicial maps of [0, «>) —» T

representing [a] and [a'].)

(ii) If F is a boundary surface of Al, there exists a boundary surface G = /0(F)

of N so that tjfiJjr^F)) is conjugate to a subgroup of i^in^G)) by an element of

7Tj(N). The map f0 is consistent with / 0 in the sense that if a sequence \Fn\ in

tTqWAI) converges to the end [a] of Al, then !/0(F )1 converges to the end [b] =

f_0([a]). Also if the conjugating elements of ir^N) for \ Fj have base points

shifted along b to b(n), then conjugating the element of 7Tj(N, b) so defined by

the element of rr^N) which carries ^°%(2Lj(A1, £)) into z+(ff j(/V, £_)), also carries

this element into z\„(Ej(N, £.)).

(4.6) Theorem. Ler M be a connected 3-manifold with only compact boundary
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components. Let N be a P 'irreducible, boundary-irreducible, and end-irreducible

connected 3-manifold. Let iff: tTjCM) —» n^N) be a homomorpbism. There exists

a proper map f: (M, <9M) —» (N, dN) which induces iff iff xfi respects the peripheral

structure.

Proof. Again the necessity is not hard and we only prove sufficiency. If T

is a maximal tree in M with one end for each end of M, then there is a proper map

T —» N realizing/ nsince /_0is continuous. The part of (i) in (4.5) about trees

enables one to construct the appropriate /: T —» N by looping around a finite

number of members of tTj(N). The extension of / to a proper map m —» N proceeds

as in (4.4).

The first step in the construction of the homotopy of /(F) to G = f0(F) is to

choose a path joining them in N. That the paths may be chosen properly (i.e. so

the homotopy will be proper) is the consistency part of (ii) in (4.5). One then

throws a loop in each path so that iffiJ.rr^F)) C ijjr (G)). That this may be done

as to keep the paths proper is implied by the last sentence of (ii). Construct the

homotopies missing as many terms of an exhausting sequence as one can, and the

resulting homotopy of all boundary components will be a proper map.

(4.7) Theorem. Let M and N be noncompact connected 3-manifolds. Suppose

that M and N are P2-irreducible, boundary-irreducible, and end-irreducible, and

have only compact boundary components. Let iff: b-jCm) —* ffj(zV) be an isomor-

phism which respects the peripheral structure. Then either (a), (b), or (c) holds:

(a) M is homeomorphic to N by a bomeomorphism which induces iff.

(b) M is a vector bundle over a closed surface K, N is homeomorphic to

L x [0, oo), there is a proper map f: M —' N inducing iff, mapping K homeomor-

phically onto L, and f i.k, t) = (f^k), \t\) with respect to a metric on M.

(c) M is a twisted vector bundle over a closed surface K, N is homeomorphic

to L x R1, there is a proper map f^.M—N inducing iff, mapping K bomeomor-

phically onto L, and f^k, t) = (/jU), \t\), with respect to a metric on M.

Proof. By (4.6) there exists a proper map /: (M, <9M) —> (N, dN) inducing iff.

We apply (4.2) to the map /. If /j is a covering map, then it is one sheeted and

we have case (a) above. Suppose /j satisfies (b) of (4.2). Then M is a vector

bundle over a closed 2-manifold K, and /j|K is a homeomorphism onto L. Apply-

ing (3.5) to N we conclude either N is homeomorphic to L x [0, °°), or to L x Rl.

In the first possibility we have case (b) of the present theorem, in the second we

either have case (c) or else M is homeomorphic to KxR1. We are then back in

case (a). Notice that (a), (b), and (c) are exclusive, and every one actually occurs.

5. Examples. We would like to give a few examples of manifolds to which

Theorem (4.7) applies. One way to get a P2-irreducible 3-manifold is to remove
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from S   a closed set X which cannot be separated by a 2-sphere in S . Ohe way

to make S3 - X end-irreducible is to construct X as the intersection of a decreas-

ing sequence S3 = Wn 3 Wj 3* • ■ of compact 3-manifolds tamely embedded in

S3 and so that dWn is incompressible in (Wn_j - W„).

Example 1. Antoine's necklace with knots. A typical construction of Antoine's

necklace is pictured in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Wj is the four linked solid tori. Inside each of the components of Wj are four

more solid tori linked around the component in the same way that Wj is linked

around the large solid torus pictured. These sixteen solid tori make up W2, etc.

There is nothing special about the number four, or about the fact that each torus

was drawn unknotted. These may be varied from stage to stageof the construction.

The important things are that the tori should be linked and that the diameters of

successive components should decrease to zero.

If X = f)„wn> the" X is compact and zero dimensional. Indeed X S n_Q(S3 - X).

The open 3-manifold S3 - X is P2-irreducible and end-irreducible. H Y is another com-

pact zero dimensional set in S3, then a homeomorphism / of S3 - X onto S3 - Y may be

extended to a homeomorphism of the pair (S3, X) onto the pair (S3, V). The reader may

check that the above construction provides an uncountable family of distinct examples.

Example 2. Some wild knots. Let k be a knot in S3 with the following prop-

erty: Given any e > 0, there are a finite number of disjoint cells ß   • • •, Bn

tamely embedded in S3, so that the diameter of each B. is less than t, so that

k HdfL is two points, and so that k Dclff3 - Uß,) is tame. Then S3 - k is

P2-irreducible and has one irreducible end. This is an uncountable class of knots

including all tame knots.

If k is any knot in 5% then S 3 - k is P -irreducible. We do not have an

example of a knot k so that S - k fails to be end-irreducible.
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